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There is no such thing

as the market, per se. In
reality, there are institu�
tions that are run by
human beings and these
institutions are used to
achieve different ends. In

the past, such institutions

were designed and uti�

lized as tools with which a

state could encourage

harmonious relations

among nations and bring

about positive change for

its citizens. In the years

since then, however, the

same institutions have in

fact been used to concen�

trate power and wealth in

the hands of the few. 

The same can be said

about transnational

enterprises. They have

been moving industry

from the United States to

China, where labor is

cheaper, bringing with it

super�profits. As a conse�

quence, industrial output

in America is naturally

falling, and levels of

wealth are falling with it.

It is clear that nation�
states need to pay more
attention to today’s sys�
tem with the ultimate
emphasis placed on the
need for increased regula�
tion.

Nevertheless, integra�

tion is still something that

we should strive towards.

Over the past two decades

the countries of the devel�

oping world have made

no great advances – with

the possible exception of

China and to a lesser

extent India. 

The last 20 years have

not been a good time for

Latin America for exam�

ple. Output has plummet�

ed and today some of

those countries have

actually become quite

seriously impoverished.

In Africa there is a simi�

larly bleak outlook. And

while countries such as

Malaysia or Singapore

might be performing rela�

tively well, this can be put

down to the potential

they had accumulated

before, not to their cur�

rent state.

At the same time, coun�
tries such as China,
Korea, Japan and
Thailand are using their
state powers to try to
secure new technologies
or even whole industries
and ensure that they have
monopoly control in these
areas.

If we let things slide

from here, we will usher

in a system that will be

dominated by China. I

have no confidence in the

Chinese state to run a

complex global economic

system in the way that

America has led the sys�

tem during the forty years

since World War II.

But we do have a

choice. China does not

have complete control

over the system yet, and

we still have the chance to

return to the multilateral

system that is run not by

banks or financiers, but

by nation�states. We still

have that chance. ��
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The issue of bureau�

cracy is something

that has intrigued me for

a very long time. The
Chinese were the first to
invent bureaucracy; it was

described by Mo Zi, a

philosopher of the 5th

century BC.

Europe imported the

idea of bureaucracy in

the 17th century through

the translations of

Chinese texts made by

Jesuits. However,

bureaucracy arrived in

Europe in a very different

context and at a very dif�

ferent point in history.

For example, at that

time, bureaucracy helped

the kings of England and

France to centralize

power against the aris�

tocracy in alliance with

the bourgeoisie and

entrepreneurs. 

The difference between

the situation in the 17th

century and today is that

modern bureaucracy has

to be balanced by enter�

prise. How can bureau�

cracies be restrained

without a very strong civil

society? Take China for

instance: why did reforms

work successfully? How

did bureaucracy enable

this? It is because at the
point after the Cultural
Revolution there was no
Chinese bureaucracy. Or

rather it had no

entrenched interest to

defend. So when Deng

Xiaoping said ‘Get rich!

Go out and get rich!’ – it

was not a challenge to

anybody’s power, and

accordingly it encour�

aged many people into

enterprise. 

Yet, now, after 30 years

of reforms, China is facing

big difficulties. Over these

30 years the bureaucracy

has taken shape and has

grown in power and influ�

ence. It has its own corpo�

rate interest and has a

large role in Chinese

enterprise. Even though

private enterprises and

non�state enterprises now

make up over 70% of the

GDP, objectively the

bureaucracy has more

power.

It is true that the situa�

tion in China could go in

any direction, but this is a

critical moment as right

now the government

must decide which side it

will look to accommo�

date more. Of course, it is
impossible for the Chinese
state to go against its own
bureaucracy, but there is

a choice to be made nev�

ertheless.

On the one hand there

is the crowd of small

enterprises, most of which

are not big or strong

enough to face the mod�

ern market, and on the

other hand is corporate

business controlled by the

state, which is doing quite

well as it enjoys some of

the privileges of monop�

oly. This is the crucial

moment for China to

decide how it is going to

balance the interests of

large state�owned enter�

prises and small private

ones. ��
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